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4k/60 fps, HEVC, and MPEG-H for the te-

information can be used at any time for

levision of the future, we offer solutions

changing scenes or for virtual backlots.

for the implementation of an entirely new
picture and sound quality for TV and mobile devices. Second-screen applications in

and mobile.

HbbTV applications for home use are just
as important as surround sound with
CINGO on tablets and smartphones. We
will also show this picture and sound quality for virtual glasses systems that allow
Dr. Siegfried Fößel
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LIGHT FIELD OPENS UP NEW WAYS OF
PRODUCING FILMS
The number o f cam er as used on set is grow ing const ant ly in order t o
offer addi ti on al view s and per spect ives f or lat er edit ing in post - produc ti on. Today, t here is barely a f ilm t hat m akes it t o t heat er s or TV
s c reens wi thou t post - edit ing or t he addit ion of eff ect s. For f ilm ing
work, the c am er am en, in addit ion t o t he m ain cam er a, use ar r ays contai ni ng addi ti onal cam er as in var ious ar r angem ent s. W it h t hese m ult ic amera s y s tems, addit ional det ails are recorded r ight on set . These detai l s c an then be added t o t he m ain scene in var ious st eps or can be
us ed to adapt or change t he scene it self .
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Light-field technology, as it is known, can

is an additional benefit of depth-based

be used to record all light beams within a

post-editing. This makes this type of

specific area, i.e. a scene, and use them

image data processing particularly useful

to reconstruct a view from all possible po-

for applications such as virtual backlots.

sitions together with the associated depth

The clear improvement brought about by

information. These depth maps are then

the use of light-field technology for this

used as the bases for various effects and

application is represented by the use of

post-editing steps in post-production. This

objects that have not only been recorded

means that the focus of a scene can be

in the distant background, but also the

shifted afterwards, and the perspective

use of people and objects found further

can be changed. Virtual panning and the

to the front of the scene. To this end,

addition or removal of objects and details

views from a virtual camera can be crea5
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ted for various positions in the scene. The

zoom is also possible. Images from multi-

ture, changes, and on-set possibilities. At the

natural look is a result of the automatic

camera arrays in a grid-like arrangement

IBC, the team led by Frederik Zilly will pre-

and correct addition of motion parallaxes

can be used as input material.

sent the light-field tools as a plug-in suite for

that comes about when various objects

NUKE, including as a license model, and will

are distributed in a landscape at different

Data from these arrays is processed via

look for professional first adopters who

distances from one another and the vie-

disparity maps, which are used as the ba-

would like to test the tools in their produc-

wer, when looking towards the horizon,

sis for producing depth maps, for depth

tions together with the Fraunhofer IIS scien-

moves laterally parallel to these objects.

map-based color correction, and for quick

tists.

Conventional static recordings cannot

»matting«. Converting the images into

achieve that in this form.

point clouds also allows a change to the
lighting of an object (relighting).

Making these new options for real recordings available requires easy-to-handle

Together with Stuttgart’s media university

tools. The Fraunhofer IIS team led by Fre-

HDM, the scientists at IIS have drawn up

derik Zilly has tackled implementation in

a film project to evaluate the possible

professional post-production tools, in ad-

uses of light-field technology for real re-

dition to algorithmic development of pro-

cordings and practical conditions. The re-

cessing mechanisms for light-field and

sult of the project is an initial pilot clip

multi-camera recordings. By means of a

»Coming Home« with real scenery and

plug-in, the Fraunhofer scientists can now

real actors in which the recording for ef-

offer for NUKE by The Foundry, a professi-

fects and changes to be added later was

onal tool for processing this camera data,

carried out with a multi-camera system

within the environment of the post-pro-

and the algorithm from Fraunhofer IIS.

duction software. With this Fraunhofer

When the clip was presented to a specia-

plug-in, various views can be calculated

list audience at the Technology Summit

and different camera positions can be se-

on Camera, it was received with great in-

lected. A change of the depth of field and

terest and a discussion regarding the fu-
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Benjamin Bross
Fraunhofer HHI

HEVC ALLOWS SHARPER IMAGES

HEVC. For TV viewers, this means that

HDR, such as Life of Pi. Furthermore, the

they will be able to see programs in high

Blu-ray Disc Association has defined pre-

definition (HD) instead of merely standard

cisely this combination of 4K, HDR, and

The future of television lies in crystal-clear, ultra-high-definition images. At the moment,

definition. The process ought to be faster

HEVC for the successor to the Blu-ray

however, home televisions have barely been able to provide this pleasure. This is because

in the area of video-on-demand.

disc.

Data masses for which the conventional compression standard H.264 is not designed.

The latest smartphones already have a

Are there any new developments

This is where the new HEVC standard comes in, a standard that has been developed by

chip that can decode and play HEVC

that are based directly on the HEVC

renowned electronics manufacturers hand in hand with researchers at the Fraunhofer

videos; older smartphones will receive

standard?

Heinrich-Hertz-Institut HHI. HEVC stands for „High Efficiency Video Coding“. But what

HEVC support with Android Lollipop. In-

Yes, there are. At the IBC, for example,

exactly is behind these four letters? Benjamin Bross, project manager at Fraunhofer HHI,

ternet telephony on the iPhone 6 is also

we will show how fade-in commercials

is able to answer our questions.

already based on HEVC.

and overlays – such as the user interface –

higher definition also means that a much higher volume of data must be transmitted.

can be added directly to the compressed
What are the benefits of HEVC?

be shown in 4K definition. Sky has also

Will HEVC smooth the way for new

HEVC video material. This saves the effort

With this compression standard only half

transmitted Germany‘s DFB Cup and the

technologies?

of decoding the material before the infor-

as much data need to be transmitted on a

Champions League final in high definition

Definitely. One good example is video

mation is added, and then encoding it

channel compared to its predecessor

to selected sports bars using the HEVC

with a wider contrast scope, known as

again. One good application example is

H.264 – while retaining the same picture

encoder which was developed at Fraun-

“High Dynamic Range” or HDR. The la-

the set-top box: it shows an overlay over

quality. That is how the standard allows

hofer HHI. Netflix, too, is already using

test TV sets support HDR and can show,

the video containing a selection menu

for the transmission of ultra-high-defini-

HEVC for its 4K videos.

for example, stars very brightly while the

that can be used, for example, to select

rest of night sky is shown in pitch black.

the TV channel. The overlay can now be

When will people get to benefit from

This higher contrast is usually combined

added to the cloud; the set-top box only

HEVC when watching day-to-day TV

with higher definition, following the ma-

needs to decode the processed bit stream

Is HEVC already being used?

programs?

xim of „Not only more, but better pixels.“

and forward the menu control entries

Large events such as the soccer World

From the beginning of 2017, the digital

HEVC and HDR therefore complement

made by the user to the cloud.

Cup and the Olympics have made use of

terrestrial TV standard DVB-T will be re-

each other perfectly. Hollywood has al-

Interviewed by Janine van Ackeren

HEVC – meaning that these events could

placed with DVB-T2, which is based on

ready remastered a number of films with

tion 4K television, i.e. images with four
times as many pixels as HD.
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MPEG-H AUDIO – THE NEXT GENERATION OF
AUDIO TRANSMISSION
The nex t l eap in t echnology f or t he w or ld of t elevision is just around
the c or ner. The m agic w ord is ult r a high- def init ion t elevision ( UHDTV) .
A s far as i mages are concer ned, t his m eans higher resolut ion, a lar ger
dy nami c range of color s, and a higher im age repet it ion r at e. For audi o, meanwhi le, t here is a sm all revolut ion going on in t he processing
and trans mi s sion of audio signals. The keyw ords here are per sonalizati on and a three- dim ensional sound exper ience. While f or t he t hree- dimens i onal s ound exper ience loudspeaker s are added at var ious levels
to v eri tabl y en velop t he view er, per sonalizat ion allow s view er s t o adapt i ndi v i dual audio elem ent s, such as t he dialogue, t o t heir ow n requi rements . To achieve t his, individual audio elem ent s are not m ixed at
the broadc as te r ’s end, but are r at her m er ged t o f or m t he f inal audio
mi x i n the receiving device based on t he view er ‘ s set t ings. This t echnol ogy i s know n as object - based audio t r ansm ission.
The foundations for the next generation

with the MPEG-H 3D Audio standard.

of audio transmission were laid in MPEG

The Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated

In the future, MPEG-H audio will allow TV audiences to adapt
the audio signal individually. As an example, viewers can adjust
the volume of their TV program’s dialogue independently of the
background noise.

10
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Circuits IIS in Erlangen was a main contributor to the development of the standard

experience and involves the viewer

home/away team), the entire experi

much more in the action.

ence can be changed by increasing

which offers various options for transmit-

– The ability to change audio objects in

the volume of the stadium atmosphere

ting audio signals. In addition to the tried-

conjunction with the overall sound

and replacing the TV commentary with

and-tested method of transmitting the

experience offers new personalization

the stadium announcer.

individual audio channels of the louds-

options to both the viewer and the

peaker signal directly, the MPEG-H 3D

producers.

Audio standard allows the use of a scene-

– One typical example of personalization

The examples listed are only an excerpt
of the personalization options offered by
audio objects.

based representation of the audio signal

is »Dialogue Enhancement«. This offers

(Higher Order Ambisonics). In addition,

the viewer the ability to change the

the individual elements of the audio sig-

volume of the dialogue relative to

At the Fraunhofer booth at the IBC, Fraun-

nal can be transmitted as audio objects,

music and sound effects. This means

hofer IIS will showcase the possibilities offe-

as they are known. The MPEG-H 3D

that playback can be adapted to the

red by MPEG-H Audio and will also show

Audio standard also allows the transmis-

viewer‘s own hearing and the current

the necessary adjustments to be made by

sion of a mix of various forms of repre-

environment.

broadcasters.

sentation. In practice, it is to be expected

– Another example is the issue of audio

that the audio signal is comprised of a

description. If the audio description

channel- or scene-based description of

track is transmitted as an audio object,

music and effects, known as the sound

the viewer can select it when required

bed, and certain audio objects that largely

and, depending on which device is

contain speech elements.

being used, play the mix through the
loudspeakers or the headphone

This offers the following benefits to
the viewer and the producers:

output.
– Transmissions of sporting events allow
a whole range of innovations: In

– A three-dimensional sound pattern
creates an entirely new sound
12

addition to the option of selecting
from various commentators (e.g.
13
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HBBTV APPLICATION TOOLKIT
The H bbT V m a r k e t i s g ro wi n g ra p i d l y i n E urope and ac ros s the worl d.
This grow t h ge n e ra te s a h u g e d e m a n d fo r H bbTV appl i c ati ons . O ften,
HbbT V a pplic a t i o n s a re d e ve l o p e d to b e a vai l abl e for a s hort peri od
o nly t o a c c om p a n y a ce rta i n T V e ve n t o r b reaki ng news . Thos e apps do
n ot just if y long a n d c o s tl y i m p l e m e n ta ti o n proc es s es .

One of the biggest barriers getting TV

Especially considering the recently

applications on connected devices is de-

released HbbTV 2.0 Standard, HAT will be

vice fragmentation with regard to HbbTV

the perfect tool for designers and develo-

compliance and interpretation of the

pers to build their own designs, templa-

HbbTV standard by the different CE

tes, modules or plugins and integrate

manufacturers and browser vendors.

them with the existing core features of
HAT.

The HbbTV Application Toolkit (HAT)
solves this problem by providing an

The HbbTV Application Toolkit is open

efficient, easy to use and fast way to

source and will be available on GitHub

create and maintain applications for

soon.

HbbTV.

.

We see a great potential in the uptake of
program-related HbbTV apps creating
new markets for broadcasters, content
providers and 3rd party service providers.
14
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POCKET-SIZED PRODUCTION TRUCK

more and more video content is being put

HIGGS has already been used to produce

on the net – there is barely a large com-

various events, such as »Your New Favo-

pany left that does not use online videos.

rite Band« in Erlangen’s E-Werk concert

Until now, it was a cumbersome proce-

hall or for an interview session of Start-up

Th e c ur re nt tren d i s fo r o nl i n e vi d e os . How ev er, tel l i ng c apti v ati ng sto -

dure to create videos with a professional

Grind, Berlin.

ri es usua lly re qui re s a s e tu p wi th m ul ti p l e c ameras . T he mobi l e H I G G S

look. When all cameras are set up and

p roduc t ion sy st em e na b l e s e v e ryo n e to be come a profes s i onal produ -

adjusted manually, the real work

ce r. S m ar t m inia ture c am era s , an e as y-to -u s e tabl et app a nd l i v e strea -

starts with the post-production.

ming t e c hnology m a k e i t p o s s i bl e . Tel l y our s tory l i v e on the I nter net.
Reviewing hours of redundant video footage, selecting the relevant shots and
A fantastic live show and a great atmos-

-

phere – the up-and-coming young band

sor and a set of features integrated in a

and time-consuming procedures.

thrills its audience – worldwide. Internati-

pocket-sized case. These miniature came-

All these post-production steps are things

onal fans from around the world can fol-

ras stream wirelessly to the tablet PC on

of the past – HIGGS allows for remote

low the concert‘s live stream online using

which is running the HIGGS software.

camera management as well as for real-

the latest technology achievement deve-

Managing cameras, previewing video

time video-editing.

loped by researchers at the Fraunhofer In-

streams, recording full HD, creating video

stitute for Integrated Circuits IIS.

footage, and broadcasting live video to

The integrated live-streaming capabilities

Content Distribution Networks (CDNs) are

put the viewers right in the middle of the

The mobile video production system

event. Support for all major CDNs is al-

HIGGS is portable and easy-to-use while
-

system that is suitable for both amateur

ready included and ready-to-use in the

directors and smaller production compa-

software.

nies.

let-based app are the two key components for amazing live productions. The

With their development, the engineers

battery-powered plug-and-play cameras

have captured the spirit of the age, as

16
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MEDIA MANAGEMENT – EFFICIENT HANDLING AND PROCESSING OF DIGITAL CONTENT

Furthermore, the A/V analysis can be used

genres in audio files can be detected and

to determine automatically which image,

added as information.

audio, or video content or parts of it has
been used in the production process.

Automatic quality control (QC) can also

I n t his a ge of d i g i ta l me d i a , l a rg e r a n d l a rg er amounts of di gi tal c on-

Once metadata on the origin, rights, or

automatically detect errors and quality

te nt is be ing pro d u c e d a n d p ro ce s s e d i n s h orter and s horter ti mes . I n

transcription of image and film material

issues in the A/V material at each stage of

co m ple x produc ti o n p ro c e s s e s , ma n y v a ri a n ts and v ers i ons of c ontent

has been captured, it can be tracked from

the production process.

and m e t a da t a a re p ro d u c e d . As a re s u l t, e r rors and qual i ty probl ems

the original material right to the end pro-

ca n a r ise on t he o n e h a n d a n d , o n th e o th er, i t bec omes more and

duct. This saves time and allows quick

The examples show that automated ana-

m ore diff ic ult t o tra ce th e o ri g i n a n d co p y ri ght attac hed to the materi -

and easy reuse of the material, such as in

lyses technologies are already making ef-

al use d. E ff ic ie n t ma n a g e m e n t o f th i s co n tent i s a bi g c hal l enge to

online media libraries. Combined with

ficient management of digital media con-

p roduc t ion, m a n a g e me n t, a n d d i s tri b u ti o n s y s tems . F raunhofer I D M T

processes for automatic metadata clean

tent easier.

s uppor t s t his e ffo rt wi th te ch n o l o g y fo r a u tomati c A /V anal y s i s .

up, this allows existing metadata from

Content identification and

duplicate issue of IDs, and allows content

content tracking

to be recognized across different systems

various sources to be merged, to be

For the optimization of processes, a close

checked for consistency and plausibility,

link between A/V analysis and metadata

and to be purged of errors.

management will play a central role in the
future

and distribution channels.
Using the IDMT technologies for content

Automatic annotation and

identification, content can be reliably de-

„We access the content directly when

tected and cataloged at any time during

performing the analysis. This means that

the production and distribution process,

we are not dependent on manually crea-

The analysis processes developed by

independently of the data format or the

ted, textual metadata,“ says Dr. Uwe

Fraunhofer IDMT can also be used for

metadata – even if the content has al-

Kühhirt, head of department at Fraun-

automated annotation and enrichment of

ready been edited or transcoded. This

hofer IDMT.

metadata. For example, individual shots

quality control

helps when it comes to detecting unne-

or movements in video files, the devices

cessary duplicates, prevents unintentional

used to record, transcoding, or music

18
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OPTIMIZED MEDIA MONITORING

the German Broadcasting Archive (Deut-

that is tailored for monitoring of TV sta-

sches Rundfunkarchiv).

tions for the AGF,“ explains Holly.
In a consumer panel that is evaluated to

W ha t ‘ s t he na m e o f th e s o n g o n th e ra d i o ri ght now? Ev ery s mart-

The result supplied to the TV companies

measure daily German TV ratings, the

phone now a da y s c a n u s e a n a p p to i d e n tify a pi ec e of mus i c wi thi n a

contains more than just the proportion of

algorithm only uses the audio signal recei-

fe w se c onds. S o me th i n g th a t n o w wo rk s re l i abl y for pers onal us e c an

music in percentage terms. The licensing

ved to log which channel of almost 200 is

al so be use d t o g re a tl y s i m p l ify a n d o p ti mi z e s tati on moni tori ng by TV

department can also use the results of the

currently being watched, accurate to the

broa dc a st e r s.

analysis to determine those parts of the

nearest second.

programming „with music“ for which the
precise track reports are missing, so that

The project partners are now working on

Fair remuneration for musicians and

unit Media Management & Delivery at

the editorial department can request

a mobile application that can also count

rights holders

Fraunhofer IDMT. „This is where our sys-

them. This is an important step towards

usage figures for programs viewed in on-

tem that can automatically measure the

fairer remuneration for the musicians and

line media centers, which might be up to

Music is to be found everywhere on tele-

musical portion of a broadcast TV pro-

rights holders involved.

14 days old. In this case, the audio signal

vision – not only on shows, during the in-

gram comes in. It is based on a universal

tro sequences, or in TV spots, but also as

algorithm for classifying audio signals,

a background for spoken-word pieces.

which has been trained using machine

Recording of ratings accurate to the

This use is often not consistently docu-

learning algorithms. It can be used to di-

nearest second

mented, but is just as important when it

vide files and broadcast streams reliably

comes to remunerating the rights holders

and statistically accurately into compo-

The Arbeitsgemeinschaft Fernsehfor-

and that the viewer can decide indepen-

as any other use.

nents „with music“ and „without music.“

schung (Working Group for Television Re-

dently when to watch a program and

is recorded via the microphone of a mobile device.
The particular challenges involved are that
interfering ambient noise is also recorded

German broadcasters ARD and ZDF are

search (AGF)) has also been using audio

when or whether to pause playback.

„Until now, we have not had a fast and

already using the technology successfully.

analysis technology from Fraunhofer IDMT

This places high standards of robustness

simple solution that covers the entire mu-

Since summer of 2015, Fraunhofer IDMT

for ratings recording for several years.

on the process.

sical portion of a daily or weekly TV sche-

has been under contract from ARD and

„In close cooperation with GfK/Telecon-

dule while including all variants of music

ZDF to analyze all public TV channels at

trol, we have developed an individual ver-

use,“ says Steffen Holly, head of business
20

sion of our audio identification system
21
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FLEXIBLE, COMPACT, AND SMART
When it comes to data transmission of

Lici® stands for »Lightweight Image

high-definition images, the available infra-

Codec«, and due to its low requirements

structure and assignable bandwidths are

on logic circuitry, it can be integrated into

often the bottleneck, and not just in the

various applications in professional pro-

consumer sector. Even with professional

duction equipment, KVM (keyboard, vi-

applications used in production, with re-

deo, mouse) extenders, and camera and

mote desktop applications, and the trans-

multimedia applications. What‘s special

mission of high-definition camera data up

about the Lici® code is its low technical

to 120 Hz and with a color depth of up to

outlay required, as well as its use of low-

12 bits for display on HDR monitors, one

cost logic. It can, for example, be integra-

quickly comes up against the limitations of

ted into existing programmable modules

conventional transmission cables such as

that are generally intended for various

Ethernet or HD SDI. In order to be able to

other functions within the system.

transmit this data with as little loss as possible and with low compression rates of

Together with German KVM extender sup-

1:2 to 1:6, the Lici® codec was developed

plier IHSE GmbH Oberteuringen, the

by Fraunhofer IIS. Lici offers extremely

codec is being integrated into professional

low latency times with high data through-

KVMs for the market in order to satisfy re-

put as it adapts flexibly to the available

quirements for ever higher resolutions up

transmission rate. This is because nobody

to 4K and higher frame rates for professi-

would accept noticeable display delays or

onal purposes, too.

®

changes to the original material when
data is being transmitted to a monitor.

The codec is also available for other suppliers and applications on a license basis.

22
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NEW FORMAT FOR EXCHANGING FILM DATA

lows a significant increase in performance

There is increasing talk in the film and TV

Fraunhofer IIS are working closely with

In addition to the easyDCP software,

industries about IMF-based work proces-

Hollywood studios and various VoD (video

which is now being used by around 1,500

ses. The Interoperable Master Format

on demand) providers. That is one good

license holders, the IIS scientists also show-

(IMF), which is currently being standar-

reason why IMPs that are created with ea-

case a tool to manage and archive DCPs at

dized by the Society of Motion Pictures

syDCP are equipped to satisfy the require-

IBC in Amsterdam.

and Television Engineers (SMPTE), is inten-

ments for supplying Netflix, for example.

during package generation.

ded to be a new, uniform exchange format for production data in professional

Furthermore, the current version of

contexts. IMF, also known as IMP (for IMF

easyDCP now comes with a redesigned

package), is a flexible format for data ex-

user interface. The developers have placed

change of the master copy, as it is known,

even more emphasis on ensuring that fre-

between post-production stages or bet-

quently used functions are found more

– The purely software-based easyDCP Suite is simple and convenient to operate

ween post-production and the content

quickly by the user. Another new function

		 that the creation of DCPs for small and medium-sized production companies

supplier. Based on the IMF, the content

is the support of the latest object-oriented

		 does not present any problems.

can be converted into any distribution for-

audio formats. Optimization of the soft-

− The software has been optimized to ensure that standard hardware can be used

mats required, such as H.264 or HEVC.

ware algorithms has allowed a significant

− easyDCP conforms to the standards laid down by international specifications

easyDCP – New functions at a glance

increase in decoding power for the

		 for digital cinema and SMPTE.

The easyDCP software, which has been

easyDCP player. This allows not only real-

− easyDCP is platform independent and can be used in stand-alone form or

successful on the market for quite a long

time-enabled display of DCPs, but also

		 as a plug-in for post-production tools from various suppliers.

time, supports both the Digital Cinema Pa-

playback of IMPs with a data rate of up to

− easyDCP offers the same functionality and handling for IMP (Interoperable

ckage (DCP) and the creation and play-

800 Mbit per second (2k) without any

		 Master Packages).

back of IMPs in their familiar functionality

frame drops. Furthermore, the easyDCP

− The latest generation of object-oriented audio formats is supported

– both as individual software and in vari-

Creator can now use a powerful graphics

− Worldwide distribution via our distribution partner easyDCP GmbH

ous plug-in integrations. The scientists at

card to encode source images, which al-
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NEW BRANDING

FRAUNHOFER DIGITAL MEDIA ALLIANCE
Fraunhofer Institutes in the Digital Media

The Fraunhofer Institute members are

Alliance jointly offer innovative solutions

– Digital Media Technologie IDMT,

and products for the transition to the digi-

Ilmenau

Contact
Fraunhofer Digital Media

tal movie and media world of tomorrow.

– Integrated Circuits IIS, Erlangen

Angela Raguse M.A.

The Institutes in the Alliance are available

– Telecommunications,

Telefon: +49 9131 776-5105

as renowned contacts and partners for all
of the digital topics connected to digital
media, digital movies, and standardization,

Heinrich-Hertz-Institut HHI, Berlin
– Open Communication Systems

alliance-dc@iis.fraunhofer.de
www.dcinema.fraunhofer.de

FOKUS, Berlin

as well as new cinematography, audio,
and projection technologies,post-production, distribution, and archiving.
The goal of the Fraunhofer Digital Media
Alliance is to quickly and easily help find
the right contacts, partners, and suitable
technology.
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